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Abst rac t - -K inet i c  schemes for the numerical solution of PDE of fluid dynamics are a new class 
of upwind schemes. The moment method strategy used in constructing these schemes is based on 
the connection between the Boltzmann equation of kinetic theory of gases and governing equations of
fluid dynamics. Any upwind scheme for the solution of the Boltzmann equation becomes an upwind 
scheme for the solution of PDE of fluid dynamics by taking suitable moments. This idea has been 
exploited in the present paper in developing Least Squares Kinetic Upwind Method (LSKUM) and 
Kinetic Flux vector splitting method on Moving G_rid (KFMG). The robustness and versatility of 
LSKUM has been demonstrated byapplying it to 2-D flow problems of inviscid gas dynamics. The 
LSKUM has been found to operate on any type of grid and can be called a grid fault tolerant scheme 
in view of the use of least squares approximation to the space derivatives. The KFMG is a promising 
new method showing how easily the kinetic schemes lend themselves easily to problems involving 
moving rids which are generally employed while solving problems in unsteady aerodynamics. 
Keywords - -Bo l tzmann equation, Upwind, Least squares, Moving grids. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Development of upwind schemes for obtaining numerical solutions of Euler equations of Gas 
Dynamics has been and still is one of the important subjects of research in Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD). The Euler equations possess two important characteristics: conservation and 
hyperbolicity. The differential form of conservation law is given by 
oqU 0G1 o~G2 oqG3 
-~ +-~ +-~-v +-~7 =0, (1.1) 
where U = vector of conserved variables, (~ = i=G1 + i~tG2 + izG3 is the flux vector and these 
are given by 
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Here, p is the mass density, ul, u2, and u3 are the Cartesian components of fluid velocity along 
x, y, and z directions, p is the pressure, and e is the specific total energy per unit mass and it is 
given by 
- - + 2 (1 .3)  
Even though the components G1, G2, G3 of the flux vector Q are functions of primitive variables p, 
ul, us, u3, and p, they can also be expressed as functions of the conserved vector U. The equa- 
tions (1.1) are a system of nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equations for the unknown U 
and must be solved with suitable boundary conditions to obtain solutions of problems in inviscid 
gas dynamics. Because of the hyperbolicity, these vector conservation laws involve propagation 
of waves which are the well-known examples of nonlinear waves. Any numerical scheme, if it 
claims to mimic the physics of the flow, must take into account he appropriate directions of the 
propagation of information--this  called the upwinding principle and has been used by many 
investigators for constructing a wide variety of upwind schemes. Two broad lines of research are 
followed while developing the upwind schemes, 
(i) at the Euler level, and 
(ii) at the Boltzmann level. 
We are primarily concerned with the Boltzmann schemes in this paper. Recently, Deshpande [1,2] 
has done an extensive survey of various Boltzmann schemes (also called kinetic schemes) and has 
brought out the advantages in following the Boltzmann level approach. One of the most inter- 
esting aspects of kinetic schemes i that instead of dealing with a system of nonlinear hyperbolic 
PDE (1.1), we consider the Boltzmann equation of Kinetic Theory of Gases for developing upwind 
schemes. The Boltzmann equation without the collision term 
a/ 
O-t + g. V /= 0 (1.4) 
is a linear hyperbolic equation for the scalar f. Here, ,7 is the molecular velocity vector and f 
is the velocity distribution function. Further, when the basic unknown f is replaced by the 
Maxwellian F, the Euler equations (1.1) can be written as moments of (1.4) in the compact form 
• , +.7 .  v /  = 0, (1.5) 
where e/ is a suitable moment function vector to be defined later. It is the above relationship 
between the Euler equations of gas dynamics and the Boltzmann equation of kinetic theory of 
gases which lies at the heart of the kinetic upwind schemes. The moment method strategy advo- 
cated by Deshpande [3] consists in developing upwinding schemes for Euler equations by taking 
moments of an upwind scheme for the Boltzmann equation. As pointed out by Deshpande [2], 
it is easier to deal with linear hyperbolic equation for a single scalar f than with the nonlinear 
vector conservation laws (1.1). The KFVS method of Deshpande [4], Mandal and Deshpande [5], 
and the PVU method of Raghurama Rao and Deshpande [6] have been surveyed in the review 
papers by Deshpande [1,2]. A very elaborate list of references on kinetic scheme has been given 
in these papers. We will mention here only the works of Kaniel [7], Perthame [8], Pullin [9], and 
Croissille and Delorme [10], and Prendergast and Xu [11] on kinetic schemes. The recent survey 
by Deshpande [1,2] deals with the basic theory of KFVS, PVU methods and their applications. 
We will concentrate in this paper on the Least Squares Kinetic Upwind Method (LSKUM) of 
Ghosh and Deshpande [12] and Kinetic Flux vector splitting on Moving Grid (KFMG) due to 
Kulkarni and Deshpande [13]. These are the latest extensions of kinetic schemes capable of op- 
erating on an arbitrary distribution of points (LSKUM) and for solving problems in unsteady 
aerodynamics (KFMG). Before describing these new developments, we will explain the basic 
theory of Boltzmann schemes in the next section. 
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2. BASIC THEORY OF  BOLTZMANN SCHEMES 
Let us illustrate the basic idea behind the kinetic schemes with reference to I-D Euler equations 
OU BG 
-~- + ~x = 0, (2.1) 
where 
and e = p/(p('y - 1)) + u2/2. As mentioned before, the equation (2.1) can be obtained as the 
~-moment of the 1-D Boltzmann equation without collision term, 
of of + v. ~ = o, (2.3) 
provided f -- F = Maxwellian velocity distribution given by 
p 
Here, ;3 = 1/ (2RT) ,  R = gas constant per unit mass, T = absolute temperature, v = molecular 
velocity, Io = internal energy corresponding to nontranslational degrees of freedom and is given 
by I0 = (3 - '~)/(4(~, - 1)~), 7 = ratio of specific heats. 
The moment function vector is defined by 
• = 1 ,v , I+  (2.5) 
The Euler equation (2.1) can be cast in the compact form 
,&  + v~-~ = o, (2.6) 
where the inner product (@, f)  is defined by 
(,~,f) = /R+ dI /R,~ f dv. (2.7) 
The equation (2.6) is the basis of many Boltzmann schemes. One particular example is the Ki- 
netic Flux Vector Splitting (KFVS) method of Deshpande [4] and Mandal and Deshpande [5,14]. 
Applying Courant-Issacson-Rees (CIR) Scheme to the Boltzmann equation 
OF OF -~ + ~b-~ = 0, (2.s) 
OF v + Ivl OF v - Iv] OF 
+ ~ Ox + ~ cqx --- O. (2.9) 
It is interesting to note that the second term is present only when v > 0 and third term only 
when v < 0. This fact combined with the observation that information to any position x travels 
from points x t < x for v > 0, suggests that the second-order term in (2.9) should be backward 
differenced in keeping with the direction of information propagation. Similarly, the third term 
in (2.9) should be forward differenced as per the upwinding principle. 
[=] U--- , G -  p -{- ptt 2 , 
pe [ (pe + p)uJ 
(2.2) 
we get 
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Taking ~ moments of (2.9) yields 
BU OG + BG- 
0t ÷ ~ ÷ 0x =0 '  (2.10) 
which is the kinetic flux vector split Euler equations. The split fluxes G + and G- are given by 
G+ = (~,~-F)  = /R+dl fR+v~Fdv, 
(2.11) 
a-= = fR+dl fR_v Fdv. 
Evaluating the integrals, we obtain 
G + = (p + pu2)A + (S) -4- 2 - -~B(S)  (2.12) 
A±(S ) = 1 =t= erf (S) B(S) = exp (-$2), S = uv/-~, (2.13) 
2 
and eft(S) stands for the error function. Note that the splitting of the flux vector G into G + 
and G- is based on the sign of the molecular velocity v as against he sign of eigenvalues ofsome 
suitable matrices normally used in other flux-vector or flux-difference schemes [15,16]. We hasten 
to add that we do not solve the Boltzmann equation for developing the kinetic scheme. We just 
use the connection between the linear advection equation (2.3) for f and the Euler equation (2.1). 
We do not need for this purpose any collision term J ( f ,  f )  normally present in the Boltzmann 
equation. The equation (2.8) generally does not have vanishing right-hand side and we do not 
need it, so in our analysis of kinetic schemes. We finally take moments and make use of (2.6). 
The KFVS method has been extensively used in solving multidimensional flows around practical 
configurations. Mandal and Deshpande [5] have applied KFVS to solve bump in a channel 
problem with structured meshes and Weatherill et al. [17] have applied the first-order and high- 
order resolution KFVS schemes to several 2-D problems with structured and unstructured meshes. 
Deshpande t al. [18] have developed 3-D time-marching Euler code called BHEEMA using KFVS 
method for aerodynamic design and analysis of practical configurations. Recently, Sekar et al. [19] 
have extended BHEEMA even further. We will not consider these applications in this paper, as 
they have been considered in a review paper by Deshpande [2]. 
3. LEAST SQUARES KINETIC UPWIND METHOD 
In many practical configurations, the mesh plays a very important role in determining the 
solution accuracy. Flow-solvers are known to lose their accuracy if the mesh is too much distorted 
or of poor quality. It would be very nice to have a flow-solver which is capable of working on any 
type of mesh---structured, unstructured and even of poor quality. A grid fault tolerant scheme 
will be very valuable. The design environment requires capability of calculating flow quickly with 
engineering accuracy. In such situations, the grid is generated quickly and it may not be of good 
quality, that is, it may involve distorted hexahedra or tetrahedra, they could be highly skewed 
having very acute or obtuse angles in some regions. This generally happens when grid stacking is 
employed for generating quasi-3D meshes. There is always a certain degree of trade-off between 
quality of the grid and the flow-solver employed. If the flow-solver is not robust enough, then 
very good quality grid is essential. The other possibility is to have a robust flow-solver capable 
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of working on bad grids. We started work in this direction to find out whether kinetic schemes 
could be developed to satisfy this need. The Least Squares Kinetic .Upwind Scheme (LSKUM) 
developed by Ghosh and Deshpande [12,20] is a step in this direction. 
To illustrate the basic idea behind the method, consider 2-D linear advection equation 
Of Of Of 
+v N =o. (3.1) 
We keep in mind that when f = F = Maxwellian, the equation (3.1) gives the 2-D Euler equations 
if suitable moments are taken. The central problem then is to determine discrete approximations 
to derivatives ~,  ~ at point P0 using the data at the neighbouring points as shown in Figure 1. 
Y 
x 
Figure 1. Sketch showing neighbouring points. 
The distribution of points around P0 is completely arbitrary. We can define the set of neigh- 
bouts of P0 by 
g(Po) = {all Pi such that d(Po, P~) < e}, (3.2) 
where d(Po, P~) = Euclidean distance between P0 and Pi, and e =characteristic linear dimension 
of the neighbourhood N(Po) to be specified by the user. Exact definition of neighbourhood is not 
important to LSKUM as long as Pi are local to P0. The discrete approximation tothe derivatives 
(~)0,  (~)0  are determined by using least squares. For this purpose, we introduce the notation 
Afi=f~-fo,  Ax i=x i -  xo, Ayi=y~-yo. 
Using Taylor series, we obtain 
hf i= (Of)a..xx ohZ*+(  Of )ohy~+' ' ' '  for i = 1,2,3,... ,n. (3.3) 
For n _> 3, the equation (3.3) leads to classical over-determined problem for the derivatives (~)o, 
(~)o. We can cast (3.3) in the matrix form 
An (Af) = AF, (3.4) 
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where  
,,:__ r:=ol 
LDoJ '  
AF = [AF~, AF2,. . . ,  AFn] r ,  
I 
AXl Ayl] 
Ax~ Ay9 | (3.5) 
An ~ . . . . . .  . r 
LAx,, AynJ 
One of the well-known methods to solve (3.4) is to use least squares principle, that is, minimise 
the error 
Ilell 2 = IIAn(A/) - AF [ I  2 . (3 .6 )  
We then get 
Af  = (ATAn) -1 (ATAF). (3.7) 
Here, T An An is a 2 x 2 square matrix for two dimensions for which inversion is easy, and we can 
explicitly write the solution as 
0 
: 
0 
I IAy l l  ~ (AF, Ax) - (Ax, Ay) (AF, Ay) 
IIAzll 2 IIAyll 2 - (Ax, Ay) ~ ' 
Ilaxll 2 (AF, Ay) - (Ax, Ay) (AF, Ax) 
I IAz l l  2 I IAy l l  2 - (Ax, Ay) 2 ' 
(3.8) 
where llhxll 2 = ~,~x/Xx~,  IIAYlff = ~L1 Ay 2, and the inner product is defined by 
n 
( Aa, Ab) = Z Aa,Ab,. (3.9) 
i= l  
Upwinding can be enforced in the above framework by recognising that the exact solution of (3.1) 
is 
f (t + At, xo, Yo, Vl, v2) = f (t, xo - vlAt, Yo - v2At, Vl, V2). (3.10) 
This exact solution indicates that the propagation of information from any node Pi (contributing 
node) to the receiving node (P0) depends upon the location of Pi relative to P0 and signs of Vl, vs. 
If Vl > 0, then the node Pi will influence the solution at P0 provided Pi lies to the left of Po (i.e., 
Axi < 0), and by similar arguments it follows that Pi will influence the solution at P0 for Vl < 0 
if Axi > 0. This property called the signal propagation property needs to be taken into account 
while developing an upwind scheme. We accomplish upwinding by introducing weights. We first 
note that the error norm defined by (3.6) can be modified as 
n 
I1~112 = y~ w~ {A f,  - Axd~o - A~d~o} 2, 
i - -1  
where wi are positive weights. The formulae (3.8) then get modified as 
. fz0 = 
.fyO = 
(~  w~Az~) (E ~ay~) - (E, w~Az~Ay,) ~ 
(E w, Ax~) (E wiAFiAy,) - (E w, Ax, Ay,) (E wiAF, Ax,) 
(~  w,A:,) (~2 ~,,A~2, ) -- (~  ~,az, t,y,) ~ 
(3.11) 
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These are the weighted least squares approximations to the derivatives at the node P0 in terms 
of the data at the neighbouring nodes P~. The weights required for upwinding approximations 
are then given by 
Wi -~" 
1, fo rAx i>0,  v l<0,  
1, fo rAx i<0,  vl >0, 
1, fo rAy i>0,  v2<0,  
1, forAy~<0, v2>0,  
0, otherwise. 
(3.12) 
In other words, we reject he nodes from the set N(Po) which are not upwind of P0. We can also 
interpret this choice of weights with reference to Courant--Issacson--Rees upwind scheme which 
is a forerunner of many modern upwind schemes. First, we cast (3.1) in the form 
Of Vl + Ivll Of vl - Ivxl O.f v2 + Iv21 O.f v2 - Iv210.f + - -  + - -  + - -  + -  
Or 2 Ox 2 Ox 2 Oy 2 Oy = 0. (3.13) 
The second and the fourth terms in (3.13) are present, respectively, for vl > 0 and v2 > 0, they 
are zero for Vl < 0 and v2 < 0. For the latter possibility, the third and the fifth terms in (3.13) 
are present. Thus, while obtaining a discrete approximation for the derivative in the second term 
we use the weight wi = 1 for Axi < 0 and vl > 0. 
The LSKUM for the 2-D Euler equations can now be obtained by taking ~-moments of (3.13) 
with f -- F. We then have 
/R+ dI /n /n dvl dV2k~ O-~-~ + 
+ 
+ 
+ o~ j=0.  
(3.14) 
Here, R = (-oo, +c~), R + = (0, oo), R- = (-c~, 0), and the Maxwellian F is given by 
0 = 
[ -/~ ) ~ ) IoI] ---- P/~exp (Vl-Ul .  2 -  (v2-u2. 2 -7 -  , F 
7rio 
1 [ 
2(7-1)~' ~--2R~r' ~= 1,Vl,V~,I+ 2 .I " 
(3.15) 
After performing the integrations in (3.14), we get 
OU --~+ { IIAYiI"CAGL A~) -- (A~, AU)(AG+ ,Ay) 
.f IIAYlI2(AG; , zxx): ~x, Ay)(AG;, Ay) + 
I. IIA~II211Ayll "- - (A~, Ay)~ JN~cpo> 
+ { II'Xxll"(AG?, ~u) - (~ ,  Ay)(~a+, A~) 
{ IIA:rII'(AG~' Ay) - (Ax' Ay)(AG~' Ax) } =0. 
(3.16) 
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Here, NI(Po), Ns(Po), Na(Po), N4(Po) are subsets of N(Po) defined by (see Figure I). 
NI(Po) = {all nodes to the left of v-axis} 
= { P4, Ps, P6, P7 } , 
N2(Po) = {all nodes to the right of y-axis} 
= {Ps, Pl ,P2, P3}, 
N3(P0) = {all nodes below x-axis} 
= { Pb, P~, PT , Ps } , 
N4(P0) = {all nodes above x-axis} 
= {Pl ,P~,P~,P4}.  
The inner products in each of the above curly brackets in (3.16) are to be taken over the nodes 
belonging to the respective subsets. The split fluxes G ± x, G~ are the usual. KFVS formulae and 
these are given by 
e~(2)l = 
c~(3) | 
a~(4).i 
P "E " ~ ~ ~ 2 v~ J 
P{ (U~ +p) A+(S') a=Ul-~-.~B(S') ~ 
f A+(S1) B(SI) "~ 
p~ulu2 2 +ua'2-'~l 
±P 2~-~-g)+--5   2v~Z 
, (3.17) 
[ e~(1) G$(2) o$(3) 
e$(4) 
f A+(S2) B(S2) "~ 
[ A±(82) B(S2) 
20(~- 1) + ---7-- ~ 
(3.18) 
In the above formulae, speed ratios $1, $2 are given by 
S1 = Ul V~, $2 = u2 V/~, A ± (S) = 1 =l= err (S), B(S) = exp (-S~). 
We note that * ± AGx, AG~ in (3.16) have the meaning 
Aet ,= e*,, - e,~o, ,,e~, - -  e~ - e~,  
and Gx~ , Gv~, respectively, stand for the column vectors defined by (3.17),(3.18) at the vertex i. 
The state update formula based on LSKUM is finally obtained by using any time marching 
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scheme for (3.16). Ghosh [21] has also obtained LSKUM using quadrantwise plitting, that is, 
the integrals with respect to Vl, v2 are split over four quadrants (Vl > 0, v2 > 0), (vl > 0, v2 < 0), 
@1 < 0,v2 > 0), and (Vl < 0,v2 < 0). The quadrantwise splitting based LSKUM is found 
to contain more numerical diffusion than x-y splitting based LSKUM and is sometimes useful 
because of this fact. Deshpande, Ghosh, and Mandal [22] have also developed LSKUM with 
rotation for reducing the inherent numerical diffusion. In the least squares formulation, employing 
x-y splitting, the coordinate directions are completely arbitrary, and hence, it is interesting to 
ask whether optimal choice of coordinate directions (from the point of view of minimal numerical 
diffusion) is possible. Even though this question has not been answered completely satisfactorily 
as yet, it has been found that streamline upwinding considerably reduces the diffusion. The 
streamline upwind LSKUM (SU-LSKUM) rotates the coordinate system locally to x', y' with x' 
parallel to the local streamline and y' normal to it. The complete stencil surrounding vertex O is 
employed for y' derivative while upwinding is used for x' derivative (that is, the stencil is divided 
into two parts corresponding to v~ > 0, v~ < 0). 
The first-order LSKUM contains unacceptably large numerical diffusion--a characteristic prop- 
erty of many other first-order upwind numerical methods. It is therefore ssential to reduce the 
diffusion by developing higher-order LSKUM, which is done by two step scheme described in the 
next section. 
4. SECOND-ORDER LSKUM 
The basic idea behind second-order LSKUM can be illustrated with reference to 1-D problem. 
The least squares approximation to the derivative Fxo at the vertex o is given by 
EAx  , (4.1) 
where Ax~ = x~ - xo, AF i  = F~ - To, as before. The superscript (1) on F~o indicates that the 
formula (4.1) is first-order accurate in x. Consider the Taylor expansion 
=,= 
AFi = Axi ~-x + T ~ + H.O.T., 
O o 
where H.O.T. = higher-order terms. We note that 
OF) + H.O.T. AF=~=Ax~ ~ o 
(4.2) 
This suggests that AF~ can be used to cancel the second erivative term in (4.2), that is, define 
the modified ifference 
where 
aF p-- (4.5) 
The difference AP(. 1) can be obtained by using the first-order formula (4.1), and it can then - - -  X$  
be used to determine the modified ifference AP~ defined by (4.4). Because of the construction 
of AFt, we have 
_- + 
0 
Hence, the second-order accurate formula for Fxo is given by 
aP, = aF, - a:*ap{+) 
2 - - -  X$  ' 
(4.4) 
xo Ax~ (4.6) 
(4.3) 
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We therefore get a 2-step second-order accurate formula for F~o. In the first step, we deter- 
mine F(o ~) by using (4.1), the modified difference AF~ is determined by (4.4) which requires 
F, (1)~o , F(~ ). The second step is given by (4.6) which makes use of the modified differences. 
The extension of the above 2-step formula to two-dimensional problem is straight forward. We 
F. (1) F~ (1) by first determine first-order accurate derivatives xo, o 
F2) = E Ayy E AF,~, - E az, ay, E AF, Ay, 
DET 
~(1) = E Ax2 E AFiAy, -- E AxiAy, E AFiAxi 
DET 
(4.7) 
(4.S) 
(4.9) 
We then determine the modified differences 
: - aF (1 ), 2 --- x, 2 (4.1o) 
(4.11) 
F(2) F(2) The second step consists in determining the second-order accurate derivatives ~o, yo by 
FL~) = E Ay,~ E z~,z~x, - E ax,ay, E a_~,ay, 
DET , (4.12) 
F(2) = • Ax~ E A/~iAyi - Z AxiAyi E A.~iAx, (4.13) 
DET 
An interesting property of the above 2-step formulae is the repeated use of the first-order formula 
which has been found to be very robust. It is worth noting that because of Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality 
the determinant DET _> 0. It is zero only if all the points (x~, y~) in the stencil fall on a straight 
line which is impossible for any 2-D grid. Every second-order scheme develops wiggles (spurious 
oscillations in flow variables near shocks) unless limiters are employed. Limiters ensure monotonic 
property of the solution. In the present case, the limiter is in the form of limiting the gradient 
(called slope limiter) of F. Consider the node o and let i be any other node in the stencil of 
nodes used in obtaining F, (2) ~(2) Let XO ~-~yO • 
fmin  = min {Fi, i E N(P0)}, 
Fmax = max {Fi, i E N(P0)}. 
(4.14) 
Spurious oscillations in solutions appear if the criterion 
(OF(2)~ (OF(2)~ 
fmin <- FO + Axi ~, 9x /o + Ay~ \ Oy /o <- fmax (4.15) 
is violated by any node i E N(Po). The solution to the problem consists in using a slope limiter 0 
such that 
Fmin<Fo+O Ax i \  Ox ]o+AYi~, Oy ]o,I <-Fmax" (4.16) 
We can always choose a suitable value of 0 so that (4.16) holds good for all the nodes in the 
stencil, 
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The LSKUM has been applied extensively to a large number of 2-D flow problems [12,20,21]. 
The method has been found to be very robust and gives results whose accuracy iscomparable with 
any other methods. Figure 2 shows the pressure contours obtained for transonic omputations 
using LSKUM for NACA-0012 airfoil. This is a good test case for assessing a new numerical 
method. Recently, Ghosh [21] has compared the complete Cp distribution given by LSKUM 
with that given in AGARD report [23] for the above test case. Not only overall aerodynamic 
coefficients are close but the detailed istributions on the airfoil surface given by two methods 
are also very close. Figure 3 shows the Mach contours obtained by applying LSKUM to compute 
supersonic flow past a full cylinder at Mach number M = 3. This also is a very good test case for 
evaluating the performance ofLSKUM. There is a bow shock at the front and massive xpansion 
at the rear and both these important features are captured very well by the method. 
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-1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 
Figure 2. Pressure contours for NACA 0012 for M = 0.8, a = 1.25 ° using LSKUM. 
The ability of the method to operate on any type of grid (structured, unstructured, hybrid) 
or just a distribution of points is a very attractive feature. The full potential of LSKUM re- 
mains to be exploited and further work towards that objective would be highly worthwhile. It 
is important to pause at this stage and ask whether the LSKUM is conservative. Some new 
directions for ensuring conservative property are now visible [24]. To illustrate these ideas 
we will once again consider 1-D problem. Consider 1-D domain a < x <_ b with grid points 
a = x l, x2,... Xj_l, x j, Xj+l,... x j = b. The conservative property of the PDE 
aI  + oy 
= o, (4.17) 
is then defined as follows. The rate of the change of total f in the interval a ~ x ~ b is due to 
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F igure  3. Mach  contours  for flow past  cy l inder  at  M = 3 w i th  h igh-order  LSKUM.  
the fluxes at the boundaries, that is, 
-~ f dx + (Vf)b -- (Vf)a = 0. (4 .18)  
To define the conservation property of a numerical scheme, we approximate the integral of f by 
a suitable quadrature formula, that is, we assume that 
b d 
I = / f dx "~ E "~JfJ" (4.19) 
j= l  
The weights 7j could be obtained by using trapezoidal rule or any other quadrature formula. If 
trapezoidal rule is used, then we get 
x2 - Xl xj+l - xj-1 for 2 < j < J - 1, 
")'1 ~--- 2 ' ~'J : 2 ' - -  - -  
Xj  -- X j _  1 
7J= 2 
The numerical version of the conservation property (4.18) then reduces to showing that the rate 
of change of I is due to the boundary terms. From (4.19), we obtain 
dI  J Ofj J 
= = - (4 .20)  
j----1 j=l 
Use the weighted least squares approximation 
Yx# = ~ w~#Az~j(f~ - I#) 
~_,~ wi#Ax~j ' Axj  = x~ -- x~, (4.21) 
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which we cast as 
= (4 .22)  
rt~ 
If we use a five point symmetric stencil for grid point j, then m takes on the values +l,  +2, 
and 0. The formula (4.21) then gives 
ax -2,  AZ -l,j 
f ie, = _ {f~;2)...[_ f~?l)..i._ f(._Jl+l)_~, f(J2+2)}, 
f(_j:2) . AXj+2,j f ( . j : l )  AXj-bl,j 
_ = _ = 
All the above coefficients are functions of weights w~j, which axe as yet undetermined. Substi- 
tuting for fxj from (4.22) in (4.20), we get 
J 
dI - Z vTJ E a~) fj+m. (4.23) 
7 i  = j=l ra 
Conservation property is then ensured by requiring that the coefficients of fj in (4.23) axe zero 
except for fl and f j .  Equating the coefficients of fj to zero, we get 
+2 
7j+m~_ "+ra = 0, for all j except j = 1, J. (4.24) 
m-------2 
The weights wij are chosen so as to satisfy the conservation constraints (4.24). Here, we have an 
under-determined problem, that is, the constraints are smaller than unknowns. So a wide choice 
of weights are possible. Again, we can use least squares principle to determine the weights which 
will give conservative LSKUM. Further work in this direction is necessary to study the influence 
of the conservative property on the accuracy of results. 
It is clear by now that LSKUM is highly flexible. We show finally yet another aspect of 
the method, namely, the Kalman filter interpretation. Let n be the size of the stencil used in 
determining the derivative Fxo. The equation (4.1) then gives 
Fzo(n) = y']~inl Ax~AFi n 
D(n) ' D(n) = ~ Axe. (4.25) 
i l l  
Here, we have dropped superscript 1 on Fxo and introduced the notation Fxo(n) to mean the 
estimate of the derivative at node o based on n points in the stencil. The nodes forming the 
stencil are numbered from 1 to n. The problem is to express F~,o(n + 1) in terms of Fxo(n). Here, 
we are assuming the stencil is enlarged by one extra point and want to determine the correction 
to Fxo(n) due to this extra point. From equation (4.25), we get 
" 
Fzo(n + 1) -- 'ffi = Ei_-I  AxiAFi + AXn+IAFn+I 
D(n + 1) D(n + 1) (4.26) 
Introduce the notation 
D(n + 1) = D(n) + 6(n + 1), 
We then have 
6(n + 1) - -  AX2+1 . (4.27) 
~(~) 1) Fxo(n) AXn+IAFn+I 
Fxo(n + 1) = D + D(n + 1) 
6(n + 1) F, 6(n + 1) AFn+I 
= F,o(n) D~Y) '  ,o(n) + D(n + 1) Ax.+I" 
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This equation be cast in the Kalman filter form as 
Fxo(n + 1) = Fxo(n) + K(n  + 1) L ~---~-~,+1 [ AFn+z F:co(n) (4.28) 
where K(n  + 1) = filter gain = (tf(n + 1))/(D(n + 1)), and D(n + 1) = Din ) + 5(n + 1). 
The equation (4.28) for the estimate based on n + 1 points can now be interpreted in terms of 
filter theory. The terms in the square brackets in (4.28) represent the difference between the latest 
estimate and the estimate based on n points (i.e., n measurements). This is called the residual 
which is added to Fxo(n) after multiplying it by filter gain. The filter theory essentially converts 
the batch processing formula (4.26) into a recursive formula (4.28) which can update the estimate 
by processing every additional measurement. Translated into LSKUM, the equation (4.28) allows 
us to increase the stencil size by one and more if necessary. This is an extremely flexible aspect 
of LSKUM as it allows us to process one more point if more numerical diffusion is required for 
stability of the scheme in some regions of the flow. We may note that LSKUM has been described 
before as a grid fault tolerant numerical scheme. In this connection, it is worthwhile mentioning 
that computation of flow on a Cartesian mesh poses some difficulties because it is not a body 
fitted mesh. Also, to resolve geometry of a 3-D configuration adequately, the mesh size becomes 
very small in some regions. Ramesh, Desai, and Ashok [25] are considering the possibility of 
computing flow around light transport aircraft (LTA) of National Aerospace Laboratories (NAL) 
using Cartesian mesh for which LSKUM with the above described flexibility is an ideal choice. 
5. KFVS ON MOVING GRID (KFMG)  
Recently, Kulkarni, and Deshpande [13] have extended the kinetic scheme to moving grid which 
is usually required for solving problems arising in unsteady aerodynamics. According to the recent 
review done by Piperno [26] of various methods used in fluid-structure interaction, the algorithms 
on moving grids hold out a lot of promise for computing such a flow. The method of moving grid 
or dynamic meshes can be considered as an extension of Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) 
method. Incorporation of upwinding is rather easy with moving meshes within the framework of 
kinetic schemes. We will show here how easily the Kinetic Flux Vector Splitting (KFVS) method 
can be extended to moving grids. For illustrating the basic idea behind KFMG, we again consider 
1-D problem. Consider a cell Cj(xj_l/2 <_ x < xj+l/2) as shown in Figure 4. The grid points are 
moving with velocity w = w(x, t). The objective is to write the 1-D Boltzmann equation 
ft + (v f)= = 0, (5.1) 
on a moving grid. For this purpose, we use the results from elementary calculus, namely, 
O[  b(t) [bo f  db da 
-~ J~(t) "f dx = ~ dx + I(b) -~ - y(a) -d'i" (5.2) 
^ X X 
j-1/2 j j+112 
Figure 4. One-dimensional grid. 
Denoting the grid velocities by w, we have 
da db 
wa = d"-t' Wb = ~.  (5.3) 
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In terms of the grid, velocities (5.2) becomes 
fabOfdx of  bet) -~ = -~ da(t) f dx - [f(b)Wb - f(a)wa]. (5.4) 
Integrating (5.1) with respect o x over cell Cj and using (5.4), we have 
_o 
; x j+ , /~ y dz  + (v - wj+x/2)Yj+l/2 - (v - w j -1 /2 ) / j -1 /2  = O, 
O~t j Xj_ I /2 
which may be written as 
cO xj+,/, f dx + [(v w)f]x dx O. (5.5) 
0%1; x j -1 /2  x j -1 /2  
The equation (5.5) is the basis of KFMG. As mentioned before, flux-vector splitting at the 
Boltzmann level leads to flux-vector splitting at the Euler level through moment strategy. In 
case of KFMG, the splitting can be done based on the sign of v - w as against on the sign of v in 
the case of KFVS. Such a splitting is evident, if we note that the molecules can cross a moving 
boundary only if their normal velocities are larger than the velocity of the moving boundary. The 
1-D split fluxes are therefore given by 
Gnew+ Z= -w>0 f,~(v-w)FdvdI, (5.6) 
= / [ ~2(v -w)F dvdI. Gnew (5.7) 
Jv -w<0 J 
Introduce v' = v - w, u' = u - w. We then have v' - u' = v - u. Hence, the Maxwellian F 
defined by (2.4) becomes 
p # 
F= ~o ~/-~exp [-l~ (v'- u')2 - ~o ] . (5.8) 
The new split fluxes now assume the form 
• /0 /0 Gne w = dI ~v'F dv', (5.9) 
/o Gne w = dI Ov'F dv'. (5.10) 
In terms of v', the moment function vector ~2 becomes [ ] [1]  
lv v' -F w 
~2 = ,02 = Vt2 W2 " 
I+-~- 1+ -~- +v'~o + T 
It is possible to express Gn~ew in terms of the fluxes defined by (2.12), which we denote by ± Gold, 
Go:~d ---- 
that is, 
(p + pu:)A • + #~_._.B 
(pu + pue)A± 4- 2--~ ( ~p + e) B 
(5.11) 
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To emphasize the dependence of G~d, on p, u, and/7 we write 
64"1,old = G~old (p, U,/7), 
64-2,old = G~old (~' ~'/7)' 
G4-3,old = a~old (p, it, ]~). 
(5.12) 
p_3s = {1 
P4 
P_~z = {I 
p4 
7 - 1 up -- / 27/(7-1) 
a4 f 
7 - 1 up ,12/(7--1) 
a4 f 
(5.18) 
The new split fluxes are then given by 
G'l'l,new = G~old (p, U -- W,/7), 
+ 4- 
G2,ne w = G~old(p, u-  w, ~) + wGt,,ew, (5.13) 
4- = G4-  4- W-2 ~4- 
G3,new 3,old (#9, U -- W, ~) + wG2,ne w 2 ~'~l,new" 
All the new split fluxes are known in terms of the old split fluxes used in KFVS except hat 
instead of u in the usual formulae we get (u - w). For the sake of completeness, we give below 
expressions for G + 4- G4- • 1,old' G2,oid' 3,old" 
Gl~,old(P, U -- W, ~) = pl2A'l" (~) + ~-~B($) ,  
G~oid(P, u -- w, ~) = (p + pfi2)A4-(~) + 2 - -~B(3) ,  (5.14) 
G~oid (p, u - w ,  S~) = (pu  + #~e)A4- (~) + ~ + B($), (5.15) 
p a2 
a=u-w,  ~=vi ' ja ,  e= p(7_  1) +T .  
Kulkarni and Deshpande [13] have applied the KFMG to 1-D piston analogy problem also called 
half Riemann problem. A piston is moving with velocity up in a tube. The piston pushes the air, 
sends pressure waves and consequently leads to propagation of a shock wave. In case the piston 
withdraws (instead of moving into air, moves away from it) with velocity up, then an expansion 
wave results. The pressure jump P2/Pl across a steady propagating shock in the tube is related 
to the piston velocity up by the relation [27] 
U_2p : 1 (p 2 ){  27/ (7+1)  ~I/2 
al 7 -~1 - 1 P2/Pl + (7 - 1)/(7 + 1) J ' (5.16) 
where al is the sonic speed of the gas far away from the piston. The density jump and temperature 
jumps across the shock are given by 
P2 = 1 + (7 + 1)/(7 - 1)(P2/pl) 
pl (7 + 1)/(7 - 1) + p~/p~ ' 
T2 (P2/Pl)(7 + 1)/(7 - 1) + P21Pl (5.17) 
T1 1 + (7 + 1)/(7 - 1)p2/Pl 
In the case of expansion wave, there is a smooth variation of flow quantities. Denoting the 
pressure, density, temperature far away from piston by Pa, pa, T4, we obtain [27] 
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The flow variables with superscript 3 denote the values of these variables in the immediate vicinity 
of the piston. These are the standard gas dynamic relations valid for the piston analogy problem 
which is a good test case for checking the KFMG algorithm. 
One interesting aspect of the moving grid is the dependence of cell boundaries xj+l/2 on time t. 
The cell-centered finite volume method leads to the state update formula 
oL=I_=/.,+,,. L=i_=/.,+,,. @Fdldvdx  + qt(v - w)Fd ldvdx  = O. (5.19) 
"~ co ,~zj-i/2 oo ~xj-i/2 
Define cell averages Oj by 
[ =~+,/2 U(tn, x) dx, Ax~ -- xjn+ll 2 - xnj-ll2" (5.20) 
1 
U;  = ~;  J=,n--1/2 
We note that the cell size Ax~ is time-dependent and here average 0~ +i is given by 
~n+l 
O;.t_l 1 [ ,+,12 U(tn,x) dx. (5.21) 
Axe. +i j.,,+~ 
x j - - l /2  
Obviously, unlike stationary grids Ax~ ~ Ax~ +1. Recognising that 
" O(v - w)Fn d ldv,  Gnew 
O0 
we obtain 
~;+1 AX; -n At -~~V~ Az;.}.l(Gnnew,j_i.1/2-GnLw,j_l/2). (5.22) 
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Figure 5. Time evolution of formation of the shock (pressure atio P2/P1 = 5.0). 
The numerical flux functions Gnnew,j:t:l/2 are given by standard upwind formulae 
n + Gnewj+l/2 = Gnew, j + Gnewj+l, 
n + (5.23) 
G.ewj_t/2 = G~ewj + Gnewj_r 
Thus, the state update formula (5.22) for KFMG is somewhat different from the similar formula 
for KFVS because of the presence of w and " n+l Axj, Axj . Kulkarni and Deshpande have solved 
the 1-D piston analogy problem for large number of pressure ratios for compression and expansion 
cases. Figures 5 and 6 show two typical results for P2/Pl = 5.0 and P3/P4 = 0.2. The formation 
of a steady propagating shock and expansion are nicely reproduced by the KFMG method. 
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Figure 6. Time evolution of formation of the expansion wave (pressure ratio P3/P4 = 
0.2, grid size = 500). 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The kinetic schemes exploit the relationship between the Boltzmann equation of kinetic theory 
of gases and PDE of fluid dynamics which assume continuum hypothesis. The moment method 
strategy advocated by Deshpande rests on the principle that suitable moments of a numerical 
scheme for the Boltzmann equation lead to a numerical scheme for PDE of fluid dynamics. 
A new class of numerical methods called kinetic methods have become possible because of the 
above strategy. The Kinetic Flux Vector Splitting (KFVS) method has now become a mature 
tool for aerodynamic computations, and this study has prompted us to develop LSKUM which 
uses least squares and KFVS. This grid fault-tolerant scheme holds out a lot of promise for 
complex configurations. A Cartesian grid or just a distribution of points around the body are 
very good candidates for LSKUM. Many problems in aerospace ngineering involves extremely 
complex geometries such as store separation from fighters, deflection of fins in launch vehicles and 
missiles, complete aircraft with flaps, slats, elevons, pods and pylons. Grids around such complex 
geometries are always bad in some regions. The kinetic scheme discussed in this paper is a very 
promising numerical method for such problems and needs to be studied further for exploiting its 
full potential. 
The problems arising in unsteady aerodynamics require moving grids. Some typical complex 
examples are time-dependent deformations of structure under unsteady pressure loads, deforma- 
tions of propellant grain under unsteady pressures. All these problems are generally tackled by 
moving grid. The kinetic scheme very easily lends itself to moving grid as shown by development 
of KFMG method. 
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